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TIBETAN SO AND CHINESE YA ' TOOTH '
By WALTER SIMON
THERE would seem little to commend the establishment of an etymologicalequation between Tibetan so ' tooth ' and Chinese ya Jf of the same
meaning, even after substituting for the northern pronunciation ya of the
latter word the Cantonese pronunciation nga, which is identical with Karlgren's
reconstruction of the ' ancient' Chinese sound, and almost identical with
his reconstruction of the ' archaic ' sound value as nga.1
In fact, the obvious relationship between the Tibetan and Chinese words for
' I ' , na and (Ancient and Archaic) nga 2 f£ should prove a very strong deterrent
against any further attempt to consider an etymological relationship between
the two words for ' tooth'. So I refrained many years ago from suggesting
in print an archaic *sngwa which occurred to me as a possibility, when taking
into account at the same time Burmese egos swds (modern *Owa:).
However, two important suggestions concerning the reconstruction of
archaic Chinese initial clusters consisting of a sibilant followed by a guttural
would seem to make the proposed equation less hazardous.
The first suggestion, viz. that of an initial cluster zng-, was made by Professor
Li Fang-kuei. In his article' Some old Chinese loan words in the Tai languages'3
he directs attention to Tai words for the Chinese cyclical sign wuu 41 (Karlgren,
loc. cit., p. 142, No. 60 a-e: ancient nguo, archaic ngo), like Ahom shi-nga,
Lii sa-ya, and Dioi sa3, and writes as follows: ' Here forms shi-nga, sa-ya
and sa, all point back not to a simple guttural nasal but to a compound initial
somewhat like zy- (not sy- which would give us a different set of tones according
to tone rules in Tai) '.4
The second suggestion comes from Dr. Paul Serruys. It is included in his
important thesis on the Fangyan ~)j | f 5 which is as yet unpublished. In the
section devoted to the reconstruction of Archaic Chinese, he writes (typescript
copy, p. 224) as follows : ' Medial -i- could be a remnant of consonants other
than -1-, e.g. -y-. In the group g : Hf, kio < klo, and lip < glio ~ lyo, the
possibility kl- ~ Ik-, gl- <~ ly-, as a development from an earlier L where
kl- ~ Ik-, Ig- ~ gl- are phonologically irrelevant realizations, accounts for medial
-i- in both cases as a vocalization of the second consonant of the cluster. In
the formula klio : glio or klo : glio, the -i- is not accounted for in the groups
where it appears in some words and not in others. Thus yidp %j, ximn, xivp %,
Ijie, liei %% ; lap, lap fj| from archaic g'lap, xldm, xldp, lyieb > lyie, lyeb
1
 B. Karlgren, Orammata Serica, Stockholm, 1940, p. 134, No. 37 a-b.
2
 Karlgren, loc. cit., p. 125, No. 2 a-g.
3
 Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, vm, 1944-5, 333^2.
4
 loc. cit., 339. See now also N. C. Bodman, A linguistic study of the Shih Ming, Cambridge,
Mass., 1954, 61, who avails himself of this suggestion.
5
 Prolegomena to the study of the Chinese dialects of Han time according to FA NO YEN, by Paul
L-M. Serruys, C.I.C.M., University of California, Berkeley, 1955.
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> -d > -i, ghp. Also : fa lien, lieng, ^ lien, }*£• Imtg, ]&£• g'ien from lyen,
In a note (No. 143) to this paragraph Dr. Serruys explains that ' the symbol
-y- indicates a velar fricative with a tendency towards palatalization ' but he
leaves open the possibility that it was hardly distinct from -y-. If one takes
into account the fact that the transition from y to i in final position was proposed
long ago,1 one may wonder how far the assumption of a palatalized velar fricative
is in fact necessary. But Dr. Serruys' main assumption is, without a doubt,
of paramount importance.2 Not only will it throw new light on phonetic
series which have long been established. It will also allow the inclusion of words
in phonetic series from which it has hitherto seemed reasonable to exclude
them in spite of Sheu Shenn f£ ^ ' s statement to the contrary.
The phonetic series 5p is a case in point. Nobody has so far objected to
Karlgren keeping as two separate phonetic series ngd ;Jf ' tooth' and zid %$
' place name ' (Grammata Serica, Nos. 37 and 47, and before Analytic dictionary
of Chinese and Sino-Japanese, Paris, 1923, Nos. 208 and 226) since Sheu Shenn's
explanation of ya being phonetic 3 did not seem to deserve credence. In the
light of Professor F. K. Li's and Dr. Serruys' investigations Sheu Shenn's
analysis would now appear to have been correct, zid < zya (or, in the meaning
of' depraved ', dzid < dzyd) may well be combined in the same phonetic series
with *sngd (> zngd ?) or an even earlier *sngwd (> zngwd ?). His analysis
can now be further substantiated by the proposed etymological relationship
between the Tibetan and Chinese words for ' tooth '.
1
 See Mitt. Sem. Or. Sprachen, xxx, Abt. I, 1927, p. 152.
2
 Dr. Serrnys also suggests a M-vocalization of y.
8
 Shuowen jieetzyh, J. 6 shiah, Radical No. 229 : ^ g , ^ j £ .
